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DataOps + DevOps = 
CX Transformation
How to put data agility in your formula for customer experience transformation

Transforming customer experience (CX) is now a business imperative. With customer 
expectations for simple, omnichannel, and immediate engagement higher than ever before, 
businesses that can’t build a dynamic digital ecosystem around customer needs risk falling 
behind the competition. 

And in today’s app-driven economy, software is a primary vehicle for determining how 
businesses go to market and engage with customers. Fast delivery of mobile apps, web-based 
experiences, and AI capabilities sits at the heart of today's CX transformation initiatives. From 
established businesses reimagining legacy workflows to startups advancing new, software-
centric business models, the ability to deliver instant gratification and the right information to 
today’s digital customer is paramount.

To succeed, companies need to launch new features and high-quality releases at breakneck 
speeds. This is why agile development methodologies and DevOps have everything to do with 
CX: High-performing teams can release at speed, react to customer feedback, and satisfy 
requirements for quality and availability.

Data stands in the way of CX transformation

While cutting-edge approaches to application development have pushed companies to reshape 
customer experiences faster than before, too many companies see diminishing returns even as they 
mature and refine their development processes. One reason? Data. While agility has propagated to 
many parts of the software lifecycle, data eludes the reach of many teams’ ability to automate and 
accelerate. 

Modern development teams must meet a daunting set of requirements: Build and continually 
evolve applications that are extensible, configurable, scalable, and fault tolerant. To achieve this, 
many teams have adopted modern architectures that rely on distributed microservices, purpose-
specific data stores, cloud infrastructure, and third-party integrations. 

W H I T E P A P E R
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FIGURE 1 Average data provisioning time at enterprise companies 1

These technologies, then, are knit together across Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery 
(CI/CD) pipelines that bring a high level of speed and automation to development workflows. 
Containerization solutions and cloud-based compute, for example, enable high-performing 
teams to stand up lightweight application instances with consistent configurations, using minimal 
hardware, while consuming little to no operations time.

FIGURE 2 Average data provisioning time at enterprise companies. 1
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But delivering data—particularly full and faithful copies of production databases replete with 
customer information—is a far slower and more manual task. Teams are constrained by the slow, 
manual process of extracting, copying, and moving data from production systems to non-
production environments for not only application testing, but also increasingly for data science 
and AI/ML. This is certainly true for SaaS or software-driven businesses building customer-
facing applications. Likewise, businesses that manage large portfolios of backend packaged 
applications (ERP, CRM, HRM, etc.) struggle to deliver and refresh the data environments that 
often integrate with customer engagement apps. 

1 “DataOps Lays the Foundation for Agility, Security, and Transformational Change," 451 Research, 2019
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Even for sophisticated teams, the time it takes to provision new data environments for testing, 
production support, or customer sandboxes can be measured in days. The relatively glacial pace 
of data delivery makes it a gating factor for many teams seeking to implement fluid deployment 
motions or respond quickly to customer issues.

How DataOps eliminates key data bottlenecks

DataOps is the alignment of people, process, and technology to enable the rapid, automated, 
and secure management of data. Its goal is to improve outcomes by bringing together those that 
need data with those that provide it, eliminating friction throughout the data lifecycle. DataOps 
has previously been used to describe analytics systems. But this movement covers the complete 
spectrum of data challenges, including those that slow down efforts to transform application-
driven customer experiences.

Mastering DataOps requires overcoming the organizational and cultural barriers that separate 
people from data. It starts with bringing two key audiences together as one team: (1) Data 
managers responsible for infrastructure, security, and maintenance—this includes DBAs, security 
and compliance, system administrators, and more; (2) Data consumers responsible for using data 
to drive new projects and innovation—this includes developers, testers, data scientists, analysts, 
and more.

But all the cultural transformation in the world won’t help if infrastructure can’t support the new 
demands placed upon it. DataOps also mandates a comprehensive technology approach that 
eliminates key points of friction across several areas.

 
Key Data Challenges

Custom Apps for Web or 
Mobile

Core/Packaged Business 
Applications

AI/ML/Analytics

Data Delivery Inability to integrate 
and automate data 
management within CI/
CD workflows creates 
release bottlenecks

Slow, manual processes to 
provision and refresh data 
environments needed for 
upgrades, customizations, 
and UAT/training

Challenging requirements 
for prompt data delivery 
(e.g. near real-time); 
delivering and storing 
large volumes of data; 
traditional ETL impacts 
production operations

Data Quality Use of synthetic data or 
subsets inhibits coverage, 
thorough testing of edge/
corner cases

Stale data in non-
production environments 
threatens release quality, 
stability for mission-
critical systems

Data cleansing is tedious 
and time-consuming; 
maintaining lineage 
creates management 
challenges

Data 
Synchronization 
and Integration

Difficulty accessing and 
integrating data across 
heterogeneous data 
repositories, services, and 
clouds

Integration testing for 
federated/composite 
apps requires multiple 
data copies synchronized 
to the same point in time

Teams struggle to 
discover the right data 
before integrating; 
Predictive models require 
datasets from multiple 
points in time for training

Data Privacy Compliance with GDPR, 
CCPA; High-density of 
personal data captured in 
databases

Compliance with GDPR, 
CCPA; Identifying 
data values subject to 
privacy laws in large data 
repositories

Securing data while 
retaining its value for 
analytics, data science

TABLE 1 Key data-related challenges by application type
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This is a complex technology landscape, ranging from legacy backup tools to new cloud offerings. 
The key to DataOps is leveraging the right solutions for the right tasks, and making sure they are 
powerful and easy to use for both data managers and consumers. Platform-based technologies 
that have the ability to support multiple, heterogeneous data sources and clouds are especially 
critical given the growing number of databases (SQL, NoSQL, PaaS, etc.) that enterprises 
leverage. Moreover, modern teams require APIs that enable integration of data operations with 
key workflows for application development, analytics, and AI.

Key DataOps Use Cases for CX Transformation

DataOps capabilities for moving, securing, and managing application data can be brought to bear 
across a number of key use cases for companies seeking to deliver app-driven CX transformation.

AUTOMATING DATA DELIVERY IN CI/CD PIPELINES

The slowness and rigidity of data makes it the gating factor for many teams seeking to 
implement effective CI/CD initiatives within their enterprise. New tools and techniques 
have emerged for efficiently orchestrating other elements in the SDLC, shifting the primary 
constraint in the pipeline to data, specifically the provisioning of high-quality test data. Recent 
research finds that teams adopting automation to spin up compute, storage, and networking 
resources cut infrastructure provisioning times from weeks or days down to hours if not 
minutes. 2Contrast this with the test data space where average provisioning times stubbornly 
remain in the range of multiple days to multiple weeks.

TABLE 2 Key DataOps technology requirements

DataOps Area Key Technology Requirements

Governance Security, quality, and integrity of data, including auditing and access 
controls.

Operation Scalability, availability, monitoring, recovery, and reliability of data 
systems.

Delivery Fast distribution and provisioning of data environments.

Transformation Modification of data, including masking and platform migration.

Versioning Capture of data as it changes over time, with ability to access, 
publish, and share state across users and environments.

2 “Slow Provisioning Derails IT Transformation Efforts,” 451 Research, 2018
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FIGURE 2 Data provisioning speed creates a bottleneck in SDLC pipelines

DataOps practices can fill a critical gap in DevOps teams’ CI/CD toolchain with automated 
provisioning of high-quality test data. With advanced data virtualization technologies, for 
example, DataOps teams can deliver complete, masked copies of production databases in 
minutes, then continually refresh that data to ensure that quality is upheld. Moreover, teams 
can provision and manipulate virtual data copies via API, CLI, or UI, paving the way for flexible 
adoption models that can optimize and extend traditional pipelines. 
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FIGURE 4  Masking replaces sensitive data with fictitious, but realistic values

 while preserving referential integrity across sources

In addition, teams can introduce frameworks to precisely define the data environments used in 
different stages of a CI/CD pipeline using configuration code. Following a “Given→ When→ Then” 
convention, teams can customize how a data environment should be deployed at a particular stage 
by creating events, then associating API-driven actions with each of those events. For example, 
teams could specify that new builds should trigger a rewind to yesterday’s data for a system testing 
environment and a full refresh from production for UAT environments.

Sensitive Data Risk Mitigation and Privacy Law Compliance

DataOps platforms can incorporate profiling capabilities that automatically discover sensitive 
data values such as names, email addresses, and payment information, then consistently 
masks those values while preserving both realism and referential integrity of the data. Masking 
neutralizes risk of data breach across non-production environments, while ensuring that 
development teams have usable test data without exposure to sensitive customer information.

DataOps further enables compliance with privacy regulations such as GDPR and CCPA, supporting 
requirements to anonymize personally identifiable information (PII). It also eases the burden 
of meeting data subject erasure requests: masking is an irreversible process that renders PII 
unrecoverable, effectively exempting non-production environments from any required deletion 
activities.

Bringing Agility to Core Business Applications

Implementing, customizing, and upgrading core business applications can be constrained by the 
slow process of delivering data. For large ERP implementations, for example, it’s not uncommon 
for development teams and functional consultants to leverage data that has not been refreshed 
in years, if ever. This lack of data agility not only threatens businesses’ ability to safely and swiftly 
evolve their mission critical systems, but also impacts the release of differentiating front-end 
applications tethered to backend systems.

DataOps can accelerate the process of delivering data environments used for module implemen-
tations, solution customization, integration, or training. For example, platforms leveraging data 
virtualization can deliver copies that are identical to and in sync with—but independent from—
production databases, giving customers isolated data environments. Customers can deliver  
and refresh these environments in minutes, and use them for anything from validating new  
application configurations, to user training, to developing and testing new modules.
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FIGURE 5 Delivering synchronized datasets for an eCommerce application built using microservices

Synchronizing Data Across Microservices and  
Development Pipelines

Orchestrating test data across intersecting pipelines is complicated by manual data delivery 
processes coordinated across different teams that potentially use several database types. 
Accurate integration testing(e.g. for workflows that touch both web/mobile as well as backend 
systems) also calls for data that is fully synchronized—all datasets involved in a given test need to 
originate from the same point in time. 

Platform-based approaches to DataOps allows teams to connect to multiple, heterogeneous 
data sources then provision a grouping of database copies that correspond to the exact same 
point in time. This capability is particularly valuable for composite or microservices applications 
comprised of distributed components, each associated with their own data sources and pipelines. 
Automatically provisioning a synchronized group of data copies facilitates fast and accurate 
integration testing. Moreover, the ability to bookmark, rewind, or refresh them as a single atomic 
unit allows teams to easily recreate arbitrary data states for distributed applications.

Decreasing Mean Time to Repair while Increasing Quality

DataOps can also be instrumental in bolstering companies’ ability to quickly respond to 
outages or customer-reported defects: The ability to quickly spin up ad hoc production support 
environments to perform root-cause analysis and develop fixes is critical to improving mean time 
to repair (MTTR) metrics.
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FIGURE 6 Provision point-in-time database copies to recreate a specific application state in support of debugging efforts
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FIGURE 7  A DataOps platform that delivers and governs data to accelerate innovation

DataOps platforms can keep a granular history of data changes for the sources it connects with, 
allowing teams to easily deliver point-in-time copies of production databases that reflect specific 
states, including an application’s last known good state or the state of the database upon defect 
occurrence. This capability gives troubleshooters environments to recreate errors, test patches, or 
to restore a tenant’s lost data back to production, helping businesses quickly recover from errors or 
avoid costly outages and information loss.

Providing a Data Workbench for AI/ML

DataOps practices and technologies can power an effective data workbench for AI/ML-driven 
projects. DataOps can help prevent low-quality data from reaching critical processes, data lakes, 
models, and data products while also streamlining development across key areas including:

• Data preparation for data science: Cleansing data is a tedious and time consuming task. 
DataOps can give data engineers fast, self-service access to environments that they can use to 
cleanse, enrich, share, and otherwise manipulate datasets.

• AI governance: DataOps practices can make it easier to recreate full application environments 
where AI decisions were made, as well as help teams track which model training runs were 
performed using which data sets.

• AI/ML exploration: DataOps can be leveraged to build an internal Data as a Service (DaaS) 
capability that helps teams understand what datasets exist where, before safely delivering 
them in a timely manner.

• AI/ML for core business systems: DataOps can help teams tap into ERP, CRM, and various 
industry-specific applications that hold vast amounts of data needed to perform predictive 
modeling.

About Delphix

Delphix’s mission is to empower businesses to accelerate innovation through data. The Delphix 
DataOps Platform provides a robust approach to managing and delivering data, combining data 
virtualization (for efficient data storage and delivery) with data masking (for governance and 
risk mitigation), and supporting API-driven data management automation across heterogeneous 
clouds and data sources.

Data Agnostic. Cloud Agnostic. Self Service. Secure & Compliant.

Any Datacenter & Cloud
Any Type: SQL & NoSQL

10x Lower Storage Footprint

Deployable Anywhere: Private Other

Data Risk Profiling
Policy Management
Intelligent Masking
Workflow Automation

Access Data in Minutes
Dev / Test Data Automation
Self Service Data Operations
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FIGURE 8  Delphix syncs with production data sources and delivers virtual data in minutes

Delphix non-disruptively synchronizes with production data sources and maintains a continuous 
history of changes over time. Compression and intelligent block sharing enable Delphix to provision 
virtual data copies that correspond to any point within that history while optimizing physical 
storage: multiple virtual data copies can be supported through a fraction of the storage that would 
otherwise be required for dedicated physical copies.

Secure, self-service data versioning

Virtual copies are fully readable/writable and can be created automatically in minutes, allowing 
teams to bypass slow, manual processes for delivering data. Once virtual data copies are 
provisioned, Delphix gives teams powerful controls to manipulate them:

• Refresh: Update a virtual copy to reflect the latest state of the data source, including a 
production data source.

• Bookmark: Create a save point in the timeline of a virtual data copy in case its state needs to 
be shared or restored.

• Rewind: Revert a virtual data copy to a bookmark or an arbitrary, past point in time.

• Branch: Create a child copy of any given virtual database. 

• Share: Allow other developers to import a specific bookmark into their own environment.

FIGURE 9  Delphix saves a history of data changes to enable self-service refresh, rewind, bookmark, and branching of data
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EHARMONY LEVERAGES DELPHIX TO IMPLEMENT 

A SECURE, SELF-SERVICE DATA MANAGEMENT 

SOLUTION, ENABLING DEVELOPMENT AND QA 

TEAMS TO CREATE AND REFRESH ON-DEMAND, 

MASKED DATA ENVIRONMENTS BASED ON LIVE 

PRODUCTION DATA, WITHOUT THE DELAY INCURRED 

VIA TRADITIONAL, IT TICKET-BASED PROCESSES.

“Delphix delivers the environments we need for Dev, Test, and 
QA to enable our Agile and DevOps methods. We improved 
our data masking capabilities, minimizing risk. Delphix is a 
no-brainer.” 

NAVDEEP KUMAR 
Senior Director, 
eHarmony

DELPHIX DELIVERS SECURE, SPACE-EFFICIENT DATA 

COPIES TO DEVELOPMENT TEAMS IN JUST MINUTES. 

FAST TEST DATA PROVISIONING AND SELF-SERVICE 

DATA CONTROL HELPED STUBHUB TO GO FROM 

MONTHLY RELEASES TO MULTIPLE RELEASES PER DAY 

FOR ITS MOBILE APPLICATIONS.

“Delphix has allowed us to create dev environments on 
demand, so developers can create a new feature, run a test 
and then can flash back to the starting point and run it again 
with some optimization. It was key to us having the agility and 
speed to create dev environments.”

MARTY BOOS, 
CIO, 
Stubhub

In addition, Delphix integrates data masking with data virtualization to ensure that sensitive 
customer information is protected in dev/test environments. The platform identifies sensitive data 
in data sources, determines recommended de-identification algorithms, masks the sensitive data, 
and creates an auditable data privacy history. Delphix masking algorithms produce realistic data 
with referential integrity that preserve application behavior—values are consistently masked within 
and across data sources so that data relationships and semantic accuracy are maintained.

Q121-000100

ABOUT DELPHIX
Delphix, the industry leader in DataOps, accelerates digital transformation for enterprises around the world. The Delphix 
DataOps Platform works with a broad spectrum of systems—from mainframes to Oracle databases, ERP applications, and 
Kubernetes containers. Delphix supports a comprehensive range of data operations that enable modern CI/CD workflows, 
accelerate the journey to the cloud, ensure compliance, transform customer experiences and increase the adoption of 
disruptive AI technologies. In a world where every company is becoming a data company, Delphix provides a critical platform 
to enable data-driven transformation.

For more information visit www.delphix.com
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